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IMFirewall WProxy is a simple-
to-use proxy server that gives you
the possibility to share an Internet
connection with other computers

in the local network. It offers
support for HTTP, SOCKS,

SMTP and POP3, in addition to
web caching, user authentication

and customized IP control.
Simple setup and GUI After a
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rapid and uneventful setup
procedure, you are greeted by a

user-friendly interface made
from a large window with a clear-

cut structure. It doesn't put
emphasis on appearance but it's

quite simple to navigate.
Configure proxy server settings
The proxy server automatically

begins running at program
startup, and you can check out log
details or stop the server with one

click. As far as settings are
concerned, you can choose the IP

address to listen to, specify the
HTTP, SOCKS, POP3 and SMTP

ports, and pick the number of
threads. Moreover, you can

enable or disable web caching and
whether to load the cache into the

memory or not, establish the
maximum disk and memory
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space, activate user
authentication, as well as allow all
IP addresses or create a block list

or white list. Evaluation and
conclusion No error dialogs

popped up in our tests, and the
software application didn't hang

or crash. Unsurprisingly, its
impact on the overall

performance of the PC was
minimal, since it needs a low
amount of CPU and RAM.

Although it doesn't implement
richer options and configuration

settings, IMFirewall WProxy
offers an effective solution for
sharing online access inside a
local network, and it can be

handled by anyone with ease.
IMFirewall WProxy is a simple-

to-use proxy server that gives you
the possibility to share an Internet
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connection with other computers
in the local network. It offers
support for HTTP, SOCKS,

SMTP and POP3, in addition to
web caching, user authentication

and customized IP control.
Simple setup and GUI After a

rapid and uneventful setup
procedure, you are greeted by a

user-friendly interface made
from a large window with a clear-

cut structure. It doesn't put
emphasis on appearance but it's

quite simple to navigate.
Configure proxy server settings
The proxy server automatically

begins running at program
startup, and you can check out log
details or stop the server with one

click. As far as settings are
concerned, you can choose the IP

address to listen to, specify the
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HTTP, SOCKS, POP3 and SMTP
ports, and pick the number of
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What's New In IMFirewall WProxy?

IMFirewall WProxy is a simple-
to-use proxy server that gives you
the possibility to share an Internet
connection with other computers
in the local network. It offers
support for HTTP, SOCKS,
SMTP and POP3, in addition to
web caching, user authentication
and customized IP control.
Simple setup and GUI After a
rapid and uneventful setup
procedure, you are greeted by a
user-friendly interface made
from a large window with a clear-
cut structure. It doesn't put
emphasis on appearance but it's
quite simple to navigate.
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Configure proxy server settings
The proxy server automatically
begins running at program
startup, and you can check out log
details or stop the server with one
click. As far as settings are
concerned, you can choose the IP
address to listen to, specify the
HTTP, SOCKS, POP3 and SMTP
ports, and pick the number of
threads. Moreover, you can
enable or disable web caching and
whether to load the cache into the
memory or not, establish the
maximum disk and memory
space, activate user
authentication, as well as allow all
IP addresses or create a block list
or white list. Evaluation and
conclusion No error dialogs
popped up in our tests, and the
software application didn't hang
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or crash. Unsurprisingly, its
impact on the overall
performance of the PC was
minimal, since it needs a low
amount of CPU and RAM.
Although it doesn't implement
richer options and configuration
settings, IMFirewall WProxy
offers an effective solution for
sharing online access inside a
local network, and it can be
handled by anyone with ease.
More Software Like IMFirewall
WProxy IPtables firewall is a
simple-to-use firewall for
Windows. It is designed to protect
Windows systems from
unauthorized incoming and
outgoing connections by using
IPtables. It can be used for both
LAN and WAN connections.
IPtables firewall provides you
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with full control of... The PCTest
is a program that checks whether
the Windows operating system is
in a valid, or "good", state and
will warn you if it's not. This is
done by examining the structure
and content of your Windows
partitions. Besides checking the
state of your Windows... CHWick
is a lightweight application that
makes it possible to broadcast
multiple computers
simultaneously to any computer
on your network. The host
computer receives all of the
broadcasts from the other
computers on the network.
CHWick is based on the concept
of a... This software lets you
access programs you have in your
office computer from your
mobile phone. You can access
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most office programs such as
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and
Excel. You can also remotely
control your PC from your phone.
If you are using Windows 8.1,
you can connect your personal
device such as phone or tablet to
the PC. Then Windows will
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System Requirements For IMFirewall WProxy:

Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10:
Minimum system requirements
for the game are: Windows 7
64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2
Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive:
10 GB free space Graphics: ATI
Radeon X1800 or NVIDIA
GeForce 9500 GT (256 MB
VRAM) DirectX: Version 9.0c
Internet: Broadband connection
Windows 8 64-bit Processor:
Intel Core i3 or AMD FX
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